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We present data demonstrating that the electric field components of low-frequencysø1 Hzd
precursory electric signals exhibit markedly different time evolutions. This difference,if properly
measured, upon considering that the electromagnetic fields obey diffusion-type equations, is of
profound importance since it can reveal the distance of the measuring site from the epicenter of the
impending earthquake. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1924870g

Electric and magnetic signals have been observed before
many geological time events, e.g., volcanic eruptions, in un-
stable flanks of active volcanoes,1 landslides, and
earthquakes.2 In the latter case even lightning phenomena
have been reported.3 Here, we focus on the so-called seismic
electric signalssSESd activities, which consist of hundreds of
pulses and are detected several hours to a few months before
major earthquakessEQsd in Greece4–6 and Japan.7,8 These
low frequencysø1 Hzd signals are probably emitted when
the stress reaches acritical value9,10 in the focal area, but
several other SES generation mechanisms related to the for-
mation and/or motion of defects in the Earth’s solid crust
have been also proposed.11–14

Recent experimental results on the SES activities6

showed that these electric signals, when transmitted in an
inhomogeneous weakly conductive dielectric medium like
the Earth, are recorded at distances of the order of 100 km
one to two secondsbefore the time derivative of the mag-
netic fieldB. This lead-timeDt between the electric fieldE
anddB /dt is not significantlyaffected by the orientationsas
well as the lengthLd of the measuring electric dipoles. This
article is aiming at studying the time difference between the
electric field components themselves. We shall show that two
horizontal electric field components, if measured alongap-
propriatedirectionsssee belowd, they exhibit measurable dif-
ference in their time-evolutions. This difference can be of
major practical importance, because a reliable estimation of
the epicentral distance of the impending EQ can be obtained.
As an example, we shall consider here, as in Ref. 6, the 6.6
EQ that occurred in northern Greece on May 13, 1995,
which was preceded by two SES activities on April 18 and
19, 1995. These SES activities were recorded at Ioannina
Station sIOAd, which lies in northwestsNWd Greece at an
epicentral distance of around 80 km.

We first recapitulate the measuring instrumentationsde-
tails can be found in EPAPS Ref. 15d. The data of both fields
E,B were simultaneously collectedswith a rate Fs
=1 sample/sd by thesameacquisition system. The magnetic
field variations were measured by three coil magnetometers,
which act asdB/dt detectors for periods larger than around
half a second; they are oriented along the three axes: east-
westsEWd, northsouthsNSd, and vertical. Concerning theE
field variations, they are monitored by several measuring di-

polesspairs of electrodesd with lengths a few to several tens
of meters sshort dipolesd or a couple of kilometersslong
dipolesd. Here, among the multitude of electric dipoles, we
intentionally select to analyze the data collected by two short
electric dipoles, which are oriented along and perpendicular
to theslocald current channeling.16,17These dipoles of length
50 m are installed at the site “c” ssee Fig. 1 of Ref. 15d and
will be labeled Ec-Wc and Nc-Sc, respectively. It is important
to note that this site “c” was properly selected, after tedious
experimentation, as follows: Since the IOA area is inhomo-
geneous, we checked several neighboring sites15 by monitor-
ing salong the directions EW and NS at each sited the so-
called magnetotelluric disturbances, which are induced by
small changes of the Earth’s magnetic field. Among these
sites, we selected the onesi.e., the site “c” d at which the MT
electric field component amplitudes exhibit the largest differ-
encesbetween the two measuring directionsd, i.e., they have
the maximum and minimumsthe latter being practically zero
within the experimental errord amplitude.16 Instead of such a
selection, one could alternatively do the following: To mea-
sure the SES electric field variations with a multitude of
short dipoles deployed along several directions, and select
the two that exhibit the “slowest” and the “fastest” response
in the SES recording, see below. In our measurements,
among the aforementioned multitude of dipoles deployed in
various directions,15 the dipoles Ec-Wc and Nc-Sc showed the
“slowest” and “fastest” response, respectively, in the SES
recordings. The short dipoles are measured by using low pass
“10 Hz” filters.15

We now proceed to the presentation of the experimental
results. The full recording of the SES activity on April 18,
1995, is shown in Fig. 1sad while the one collected on April
19, 1995, is depicted in Fig. 1 of Ref. 6. Excerpts of these
recordings are shown in Figs. 1sbd–1sed in an expanded time
scale. Recalling that the sampling rate isFs=1 sample/s, an
inspection of several cases similar to those of Figs. 1sbd–1sed
reveals that the electric field variations are usually abrupt
fi.e., within 1 s, see the channel Nc-Sc in Figs. 1sbd–1sedg.
There are, however, some pulses which exhibit a finite dura-
tion of their transition time from the background to the maxi-
mum deflection level and vice versa, i.e., sometimes they
“need” 2 s to reach the maximum deflection from the back-
ground, or 2 s to return from the maximum deflection level
to the background; see the channel Ec-Wc in Figs. 1scd and
1sed. The fact that in most of the 500s=Nd pulses collected,adElectronic mail: pvaro@olenet.gr
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the components Nc-Sc and Ec-Wc have simultaneous initia-
tion and cessationfas in Figs. 1sbd and 1sddg can be seen
when calculating the cross-correlation coefficients“cr”
values6d between the time series of the time derivatives, Dt
ssee Ref. 6d, of Nc-Sc and Ec-Wc sFig. 2d versus their time-
difference Dt. A prominent peak then actually appears at
Dt=0. Beyond this peak, however, a secondary—but still
statistically significant—correlation pertains atDt=1 s. The
latter, which appears as a shoulder in Fig. 2sshown by the
arrowsd, originates from pulses similar to that depicted in
Figs. 1scd and 1sed. In order to quantify this phenomenon, we

define here the SES rise timetr as the time “needed” for the
SES pulse to reach the 85% of its maximum amplitude mea-
sured from the moment it has reached 15%sof its maximum
deflectiond. We can obtain an estimation fortr as follows:
The percentage of pulsesNf /N with finite transition time
si.e., more than one sampled is approximately equal to the
ratio of tr over the sampling periodsTs=1/Fsd. Such a pro-
cedure reveals that theNf /N values ares%d: 14±6 and 32±5
for the components Nc-Sc and Ec-Wc, respectively. Taking
into account the sampling periodsTs=1 sd, the aboveNf /N
values lead to the followingtr estimation: 140±60, and
320±50 ms for the dipoles Nc-Sc and Ec-Wc, respectively. In
other words, the component Ec-Wc, which is parallel to the
slocald current channeling, has atr value s=320±50 msd
markedly larger than thats=140±60 msd of the component
Nc-Sc, which is perpendicular to the channeling.

The fact that the aforementioned analysis of a large
amountsN=500d of pulses can lead totr values smaller than
the sampling periodsTsd is further commented in Ref. 15. As
explained there, well-known techniques have been recently
developed which allow the accurate measurement of the
characteristics of a short duration pulse by usingrepetitive
sample rate that has a period wider than the pulse.

We now examine whether the above experimental find-
ings can be, in principle, theoretically understood. In a con-
ductive medium, like the Earth, both fieldsE andB follow
diffusion-type equations in the low-frequency range.5,18 Let
us consider the simplified case of a homogeneous conductive
medium of conductivitys san alternative case,5,6 i.e., a con-
ductive cylinder embedded in a medium of smaller conduc-
tivity, is discussed in EPAPS Ref. 15d, and assume a current
densityj sr ,td=Qstdd3sr dẑ, whereQstd is the Heaviside unit-
step function, localized at the origin. Then we can calculate
the electric field components measuredsin two perpendicular
directionsd at a site located at a distancer. Considering, for
example, the simple case of a dipole source being almost
parallel tor , and following Refs. 18 and 15, we find15 that
the electric field components havedifferent time evolutions,
which are described in terms of two functions which both
depend15 on the time-scalet0=msr2/4 swherem is the mag-
netic permeabilityd. These functions after considering the “10
Hz” low pass filtersi.e., after their convolution with the fil-
ter’s impulse response15d result in two snewd functions la-
beled F5/2 and F7/2 ssee Fig. 3 of EPAPS Ref. 15d, which
correspond to the slow and fast component, respectively.

We now assume, for the sake of simplicity only, that the
SES pulses are emitted from the focal area in the form of
random telegraph signalssRTSd, as discussed in Refs. 10, 19,
and 20. We considered a large numbersN=500d of consecu-
tive boxcar pulses emittedsnon-overlapping in timed from
the focal area, and simulated their recording at a measuring
site lying at some distance from the source. We assumed, that
the abrupt edges of these RTS are distorted, for each value of
t0, and recorded by the measuring system having the feature
of F5/2 or F7/2, respectively. This procedure, repeated 103

times via Monte Carlo, leads to theNf /N values shown in
Fig. 3, for bothF5/2 andF7/2.

We now compare the experimentalNf /N values with the
calculated ones. In particular, the aforementioned experimen-
tal values of Ec-Wc sthe “slower” componentd are compared
with the calculatedNf /N values ofF5/2 in Fig. 3, while those
of Nc-Sc sthe “faster” componentd with F7/2 sin Fig. 3d. In-

FIG. 1. sad SES recordings on April 18, 1995sbd–sed Excerpts, in an ex-
panded time scale from the recordings on April 18sbd,scd and April 19, 1995
sdd,sed. For the magnetic field variations: 20 mV ofVm correspond to a
constantly increasing magnetic field of 0.1 nT/s. The arrows insbd to sed are
drawn just at the time when the “fast” component Nc-Sc reaches its maxi-
mum levelslowest in the figured.

FIG. 2. Calculated “cr” between the derivativessDtd of Nc-Sc and Ec-Wc vs
their time-lagDt on April 18, 1995 for the initiationsleftd and cessation
srightd of the pulses. Broken horizontal lines correspond to the 99% confi-
dence level.
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terestingly,bothcomparisons point to thesamet0 value, i.e.,
t0<0.18±0.04 s. This value, when recalling thatt0
=msr2/4 and considering that the resistivity of the medium
r=1/s<104 Vm, leads to an epicentral distancer <76 km
sranging from 53 to 107 km,even ifa wide uncertainty of
50% in the host medium resistivity is assumedd, which is
comparable to the actual one, i.e.,r =80–100 km. In other
words, in spite of the simplicity of the theoretical model
employed, the experimentalNf /N valuessdeduced from the
analysis of the electric fields components dataaloned reveal
the distance of the emitting sourcesi.e., the focal area of the
impending major EQd from the measuring site.

In summary, the two components of the electric field
detected on the Earth’s surface prior to major EQs,if mea-
sured along appropriate directions, exhibit markedlydifferent
time evolutions. This stems from the fact that the electric
field obeysdiffusion-type equationssin the low-frequency
range onlyd. Even a simplified analysis can reveal the dis-
tance of the emitting source from the measuring station, thus
leading, if SES recordings at threesat leastd noncollinear
remote sites are available, to the identification of the EQ

epicenter in advance by means of electric field measurements
alone.
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FIG. 3. Calculated values—through Monte Carlo—for the percentage of
pulsesNf /N sN=500d with tr larger than 1 s vsto sFs=1 sample/sd. The
bars correspond to one standard deviation.
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